AUGUST 29TH-30TH
Retreat E-guide
HOSTED BY

Access, Diversity & Inclusion
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
Monday, August 29th

- 8:30-9:30am: Registration and Breakfast
- 9:30-10:00am: Welcome Remarks and ADI Team Intro
- 10:00-10:20am: Ice Breaker Event
- 10:20-10:30am: Break (10 Minutes)
- 10:30-11:30am: Graduate Student Experience Panel
- 11:45-12:30pm: Lunch Break
- 12:30-3:15pm: Improv Workshop with CSz Philly
- 3:15-3:30pm: Break (15 Minutes)
- 3:30-4:30pm: How to network for success during the first year of graduate school
- 4:45-5:30pm: Welcome Reception

Tuesday, August 30th

- 9:00-11:00am: Registration and Breakfast
- 11:00-12:00pm: Group Photo
- 12:00-1:00pm: Mini Tour of Campus (followed by lunch)
- 1:00-2:00pm: Meet and Greet with Affinity Groups
- 2:00-3:30pm: GSP Pod Reveal and Community Building Event
- 3:30pm: Closing Remarks
- 4:45-5:30pm: Welcome Reception
Dear GSPers,

I’m excited to welcome you to Princeton on behalf of the Access, Diversity, and Inclusion team. You were invited to participate in this program based on your amazing accomplishments, talent, and promising potential as a scholar in your field. You have worked hard to get here, and we cannot wait to be part of your graduate journey. The purpose of this retreat is to introduce you to an amazing community of scholars, peer mentors, graduate student leaders, and dean mentors that are ready to provide guidance and resources throughout your journey. More importantly, this retreat is to celebrate you and kick-start your year the GSP way!

Best,
Vanessa Gonzalez-Perez

Vanessa Gonzalez-Perez, PhD
Director, Graduate Scholars Program
MEET THE ADI TEAM

Joel Boggess  
Coordinator for Diversity Initiatives in the Natural Sciences  
jboggess@princeton.edu  
004B Clio Hall

Vanessa Gonzalez-Perez, PhD  
Assistant Dean for Diversity Initiatives in the Natural Sciences  
vanessagp@princeton.edu  
9A Guyot Hall

Joseph Lewis, PhD  
Assistant Dean for Access, Diversity, and Inclusion  
joseph.lewis@princeton.edu  
002 Clio Hall

Renita Miller, PhD  
Associate Dean for Access, Diversity, and Inclusion  
renitam@princeton.edu  
112 Clio Hall

Sarah Mullins  
Diversity & Inclusion Coordinator  
smullins@princeton.edu  
111 Clio Hall

Nova Smith, PhD  
Assistant director for Diversity Initiatives  
novas@princeton.edu  
001 Clio Hall
DETAILED AGENDA

DAY 1  Monday, August 29th
Carl Fields Center, Multi Purpose Room

REGISTRATION AND BREAKFAST
8:30-9:30AM, Carl A Fields Center MPR
Breakfast will be provided in the Carl A Fields Center Multi Purpose Room beginning at 8:30am; registration will take place outside of the MPR

WELCOME REMARKS AND GSP PRESENTATION
9:30-10:00AM, Carl A Fields Center, MPR
Associate Dean Renita Miller and GSP Director Vanessa Gonzalez-Perez will welcome the 2022 GSP cohort

ICE BREAKER EVENT
10:00-10:20 AM
Nova Smith, our Assistant Director for Diversity Initiatives, will lead a brief Ice Breaker event.

BREAK
10:20-10:30 AM

GRADUATE STUDENT EXPERIENCE PANEL
10:30-11:30 AM
Dean Gonzalez-Perez will moderate a panel of current graduate students discussing the graduate student experience at Princeton. Panelists are:
- Rebekah Rashford (Neuroscience)
- Alejandro Garcia (Sociology)
- Bianca Dyer (Chemical and Biological Engineering)
- Jael Hernandez-Vasquez
**LUNCH BREAK**
11:45-12:30 PM, Carl A Fields Center MPR
Lunch will be provided.

**IMPROV COMPANY**
12:30-3:15 PM
Facilitators from CSz Philadelphia will lead a session about "Team Building with Applied Improv".

**BREAK**
3:15-3:30 PM

**WORKSHOP: HOW TO NETWORK FOR SUCCESS DURING THE FIRST YEAR**
3:30-4:30 PM, Carl A Fields MPR
This workshop will be led by Geoffrey Hill (Assistant Dean for Academic Affairs in the Graduate School) and Assistant Dean Vanessa Gonzalez-Perez.

**GSP WELCOME RECEPTION**
4:45-5:30 PM, Weickart Atrium (Louis A Simpson Building)
This reception will take place in Weickart Atrium, within the Louis A Simpson building. Enter from Scudder Plaza, known for its reflecting pool. Drinks and hors d’oeuvres will be provided.
DAY 2
Tuesday, August 30th

REGISTRATION/BREAKFAST
9:00-11:00 AM, Prospect House
You don’t want to miss this amazing brunch-style breakfast. This is a GSP tradition. During the breakfast you will network with Deans from the graduate school, along with remarks from Associate Dean Renita Miller.

GROUP PHOTO
11:00 AM-12:00pm, Clio Hall
The group photo will be taken on the steps in front of Clio Hall. Please remember to wear your GSP T Shirts!

MINI CAMPUS TOUR (FOLLOWED BY LUNCH)
12:00-1:00 PM
Leaders from our Graduate Student affinity groups will lead a brief tour of campus starting from Clio Hall. The tour will end at Carl Fields Center, where lunch will be provided.

MEET AND GREET WITH AFFINITY GROUPS
1:00-2:00 PM
Learn more about some of the affinity groups supported by the Access, Diversity, and Inclusion Team on our website here!
DAY 2

Tuesday, August 30th

POD REVEAL AND POD COMMUNITY-BUILDING
2:00-3:30 PM
You will meet the peer mentor for your pod and your pod will engage in a fun team-building activity together!

CLOSING REMARKS
3:30 PM
Assistant Dean Vanessa Gonzalez-Perez will lead the brief closing remarks for this year’s orientation.

GSP BBQ SOCIAL
4:00 PM, Carl A Fields Center
We will close out the retreat with a cookout outside of the Carl Fields Center, weather permitting!
FELIX ACKON
Grad Program: Operations Research & Financial Engineering
Undergrad: University of Delaware

Felix is a fourth year PhD Candidate in the Department of Operations Research and Financial Engineering. His areas of interest include game theory (oligopolistic competition in energy markets), and empirical finance (applied to crypto-assets markets). Felix earned his B.S. in Statistics from the University of Delaware. Afterwards, he worked as a Research Assistant at the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond. In his free time, Felix enjoys exercising, long walks, listening to music/podcasts, and comedy shows. He is excited to become a peer mentor because of the impact his past mentors have made on his life.

LAUREN BUNCE
Grad Program: English
Undergrad: Duke University

Lauren Bunce is a second-year Ph.D. student in the Department of English. She earned her B.A. from Duke University in English and Gender, Sexuality, and Feminist Studies (2018). She was also a high school English teacher in San Antonio, Texas, where she founded a GSA and campus newspaper focused on empowering women in the community. Lauren’s intellectual life at Princeton is centered around questions of gender and labor in the long 20th century. Having a GSP pod and peer mentor was pivotal to my experience as a first-year at Princeton. I loved having a supportive space where I could connect with students in other departments and share common struggles and celebrations. I look forward to providing that support to my mentees!

BRI CARVAJAL
Grad Program: Princeton Neurosciences Institute
Undergrad: CUNY-Hunter College

Bri Carvajal (pronouns: she/hers) is a third year graduate student at the Princeton Neuroscience Institute, where she studies neuro-immune interactions in the brain. She is from Queens, NY, and received a B.A. in Psychology from CUNY-Hunter College. Bri is a passionate advocate for equity and inclusion and works toward curating spaces that support underrepresented groups in Princeton as a facilitator for EPSP. She enjoys being a dog mom, traveling, and photography in her free time. Bri is committed to fostering a more inclusive academic community and is honored to serve as a GSP mentor.
GSP PEER MENTORS

LAWRENCE CHAMUNORWA
Grad Program: Comparative Literature
Undergrad: University of Zimbabwe/Texas Tech University (MA)

Lawrence Chamunorwa is a third-year PhD student in the Comparative Literature Department pursuing graduate certificates in the Department of African American Studies and the High Meadows Environmental Institute. His research focus is on concepts of nature and environmental crisis. Prior to attending Princeton, Lawrence attained his BA and BA (Hons.) degrees in Philosophy and Classics respectively from University of Zimbabwe as well as an MA in Languages and Cultures- Classics from Texas Tech University. As a peer mentor for the 2022-23 academic year, he is excited to serve through mentorship and supporting the incoming graduate students at Princeton to the best of his ability.

VANESSA GONZALEZ
Grad Program: Molecular Biology
Undergrad: Johns Hopkins University

Vanessa is a 4th year graduate student in the Department of Molecular Biology. She received her undergraduate degree in Molecular & Cellular Biology from Johns Hopkins University and returned to her native New Jersey for graduate school. Vanessa’s thesis is focused on learning how the heart gains its left-right asymmetry in vertebrate embryos. She was a GSPer during her first year at Princeton and has been a GSP mentor since. She’s looking forward to getting to know each of her mentees as they navigate their own first year experiences!

NÉHÉMIE GUILLOMAITRE
Grad Program: Chemical and Biological Engineering
Undergrad: Columbia University

Néhémie Guillomaitre is a Ph.D. student in Chemical and Biological Engineering at Princeton University and she received a B.S. in Chemical Engineering from Columbia University. Her research involves studying the swelling properties of polymers and ways to enhance the properties of hydrogels for various applications, including, but not limited to, water purification and production, atmospheric moisture harvesting, controlled drug delivery, and wearable flexible devices. Beyond research, Néhémie enjoys reading, dancing, drawing, photography, watching international films, and learning languages. She has a strong passion for outreach because she is very grateful for the opportunities she’s gotten, so she is always looking for ways to help others and pay it forward.
KATHERINE MORILLO
Grad Program: Molecular Biology
Undergrad: Middlebury College
Katherine Morillo is a 3rd year graduate student in the Department of Molecular Biology. She graduated with a B.A. in Biochemistry and Mandarin Chinese minor from Middlebury College. She’s interested in aging biology, specifically in understanding sex-based mechanisms that may promote cognitive or reproductive longevity. Katherine is passionate about fostering a community where students from all walks of life can thrive in the sciences. In the coming year she hopes to grow as mentor and help provide at least an ounce of the support and guidance given to her as an incoming graduate student amid a global pandemic. She’s super excited to get to know her mentees as they embark on this one-of-a-kind journey.

CAMILA LLERENA-OLIVERA
Grad Program: Civil and Environmental Engineering
Undergrad: Purdue University
Camila is a third-year PhD candidate in the Civil and Environmental Engineering department at Princeton University. Her research focuses on microbial electrochemical technology for wastewater treatment. Before coming to Princeton, she obtained her bachelor’s and master’s degrees in Environmental and Ecological Engineering at Purdue University. During her free time, Camila enjoys gardening, drawing, and thrifting. She is also involved in various graduate student organizations related to diversity and gender. As a GSP Peer Mentor, Camila hopes to foster a welcoming community where first-year graduate students can develop long-lasting connections, learn more about student life/campus resources, and explore the Princeton community. Camila is also happy to connect with GSP students not in her pod.

YERALDI LOERA
Grad Program: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Undergrad: California State University, Pomona
Yeraldi Loera is a second-year doctoral student in the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at Princeton University. Her thesis studies the evolutionary genomic responses to pesticide contaminants in American Alligators. Yeraldi’s college education began at Occidental College for her Bachelor’s degree in Biology, followed by a Master’s degree in Biology at California State University, Pomona. She started her Ph.D. program in the Fall of 2019 at UCLA before moving to Princeton University under the advisement of Dr. Shane Campbell-Staton. Yeraldi is from Los Angeles and is deeply passionate about mentorship, science communication, and teaching. She has participated in several bridge and mentorship programs as a mentor and mentee, inspiring her to pursue further learning in guidance and pedagogy. She seeks to learn from her experiences and strives to consistently foster safe environments to share real experiences and have conversations about diversity and inclusion, particularly in science.
GSP PEER MENTOR

MISHELLA ROMO RIVAS
Grad Program: Politics
Undergrad: Montclair State University

Rivas is a third-year Ph.D. student in the Department of Politics. She obtained a BA in Political Science and Jurisprudence and an MA in Law and Governance from Montclair State University. She has an MA in Politics from New York University. She is interested in presidentialism, populism and judicial politics. She has presented her research at the annual meetings of the American Political Science Association and the Northeastern Political Science Association. She has written and co-authored papers that have been published by the American Political Science Association, the National Political Science Honor Society, Latin American Perspectives, and the Oxford Handbook of Latin American Social Movements. While at Princeton, Mishella has conducted research on the politics of horizontal accountability in Latin America. She looks forward to providing mentorship to the next generation of underrepresented scholars and hopes to also learn from her mentees in her journey as an ADI mentor.

JONATHAN ST. ANGE
Grad Program: Molecular Biology
Undergrad: Rutgers University

Jonathan St. Ange is a 3rd year in the department of Molecular Biology, and he grew up in North Brunswick, New Jersey. Jonathan went to Rutgers University, New Brunswick for his undergraduate studies where he majored in Molecular Biology and Biochemistry and minored in chemistry. As someone from Puerto Rican and West Indian descent, Jonathan enjoyed teaching for a diversity program at Rutgers to give minority, low income, and first generation students support in difficult classes. Currently, he is studying transgenerational epigenetic inheritance in the lab of Coleen Murphy, and he is interested in pursuing a career in academia. Jonathan enjoys being active around campus, baking, and dancing.

RICHARD THORNTON
Grad Program: Molecular Biology
Undergrad: North Carolina A&T State University

Richard is a 4th year Ph.D. candidate in the Department of Molecular Biology and received his B.S. in Biological Engineering from North Carolina A&T State University. He studies collective cell behaviors such as directed migration and communication across tissues. After learning the importance of finding community in his post-baccalaureate research at Harvard, he strived to enhance and create Black spaces after arriving at Princeton. Following this goal, Richard joined the Black Graduate Caucus, which he now leads alongside Amari Tankard, the Graduate Student Government, and now the Graduate Scholars Program. He is looking forward to meeting the incoming scholars and hopes to help make their time at Princeton more welcoming. Coming from an HBCU, I was surrounded by a vibrant community of talented Black students and I knew this was an exception and not the norm. Now that I am here at Princeton I’m striving to change that.
MEET THE 2022 GSP COHORT

DANIELLE BOLTON
Grad Program: Molecular Biology
Undergrad: George Washington University

CHRISTOPHER BRANNER-AUGMON
Grad Program: Computer Science
Undergrad: University of California- Berkeley

JENICA BROWN
Grad Program: Art and Archaeology
Undergrad: University of Toronto

NOAH COLLINS
Grad Program: Anthropology
Undergrad: University of Oklahoma

ARI COLSTON
Grad Program: Religion
Undergrad: Emory University

EMMA DEVIN
Grad Program: Princeton Plasma Physics
Undergrad: University of Colorado- Boulder
MEET THE 2022 GSP COHORT

KENNEDY DIXON
Grad Program: Music Composition
Undergrad: Western Michigan University

GIRUM ERKALO
Grad Program: Chemistry
Undergrad: Millersville University

PEDRO ESTRADA
Grad Program: Neuroscience
Undergrad: Tulane University

EMILIO FEIJOO
Grad Program: Comparative Literature
Undergrad: Florida Gulf Coast University

JOHN FITZ-HENLEY II
Grad Program: Economics
Undergrad: Dartmouth College

ELIJAH GALLIMORE-REPOLE
Grad Program: Molecular Biology
Undergrad: Cornell University
MEET THE 2022 GSP COHORT

SYDNEY GARCIA  
Grad Program: Psychology  
Undergrad: University of California– Berkeley

RAHEEM HANIFA  
Grad Program: Sociology  
Undergrad: University of California– Berkeley

HECTOR HERNANDEZ  
Grad Program: Comparative Literature  
Undergrad: Yale University

JESSICA HEXTER  
Grad Program: Geosciences  
Undergrad: Northeastern University

GABRIELLE HOOPER  
Grad Program: Musicology  
Undergrad: University of Michigan– Ann Arbor

NILIMA ISLAM  
Grad Program: Comparative Literature  
Undergrad: CUNY– City College of New York
MEET THE 2022 GSP COHORT

ALI ISSE
Grad Program: School of Public and International Affairs
Undergrad: University of Texas- San Antonio

LADI'SASHA JONES
Grad Program: Architecture
Undergrad: New York University

QWAHN KENT
Grad Program: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Undergrad: Cornell University

SAM KOSAI
Grad Program: Sociology
Undergrad: University of Southern California

OLIVIA KRACHT
Grad Program: Geosciences
Undergrad: University of Florida

BEENA LAD
Grad Program: Molecular Biology
Undergrad: University of Texas- Austin
MEET THE 2022 GSP COHORT

ISABELLA LEITE
Grad Program: Quantitative and Computational Biology
Undergrad: Columbia University

PRISCILLA LOUIS
Grad Program: Neuroscience
Undergrad: University of Central Florida

JACOB MATTHEW MOLINA
Grad Program: Astrophysical Sciences
Undergrad: University of Nevada- Reno

ALEJANDRO MESA DAME
Grad Program: Princeton Plasma Physics
Undergrad: Cornell University

NCEDILE NDZIMANDE
Grad Program: History
Undergrad: University of Johannesburg

OYINDAMOLA OGUNLADE
Grad Program: Neuroscience
Undergrad: University of Pennsylvania
MEET THE 2022 GSP COHORT

MARIAM OLUWABUKOLA Olateju
Grad Program: Operations Research & Financial Engineering
Undergrad: University of Lagos

AMEEN OMAR
Grad Program: Near Eastern Studies
Undergrad: George Mason University

DANIEL LWANZO PALUKU
Grad Program: Computer Science
Undergrad: Kazan State Power Engineering University

PHOEBE PENA
Grad Program: Molecular Biology
Undergrad: University of Nebraska – Lincoln

AMON PIERSON
Grad Program: English
Undergrad: Emory University

SNEHA RAMSHANKER
Grad Program: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Undergrad: University of Oxford
MEET THE 2022 GSP COHORT

ALEXIS REAVES
Grad Program: Sociology
Undergrad: Dartmouth College

DAVID SAIZ
Grad Program: Art and Archaeology
Undergrad: University of New Mexico

LUIS SANCHEZ
Grad Program: Classics
Undergrad: Florida State University

CIARA SANDERS
Grad Program: Molecular Biology
Undergrad: California State University - San Marcos

KAYLEN SMITH
Grad Program: History
Undergrad: Williams College

BRENDAN SPERLING
Grad Program: Chemistry
Undergrad: Hofstra University
MEET THE 2022 GSP COHORT

SHAWN STORM
Grad Program: Electrical and Computer Engineering
Previous Institution: Technical University of Munich

BEZA TADESS
Grad Program: Sociology
Undergrad: University of Colorado–Denver

ADRIAN TRUST
Grad Program: French & Italian
Undergrad: University of Toronto

GABRIELA VILLALOBOS ZAMBRANO
Grad Program: Architecture
Undergrad: University of Florida

HANNAH WISWELL
Grad Program: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Undergrad: University of Delaware
PRATEEKSHIT "KANU" PANDEY

Prateekshit "Kanu" Pandey is an improvisational comedian and social neuroscientist, with a PhD in communications from the Annenberg School for Communication at UPenn. In his research, he explores the psychology of comedy, which inspired him to begin improv training at CSz Philadelphia in 2018. He joined the Minor League ensemble at CSz Philadelphia in 2019, and became a main company performer in 2021. He has performed in CSz Philadelphia productions such as Murder Manor, Match Game, and the Blue Show, along with other productions like Roll Play (improvised DnD) and Timprov (improvised Doctor Who).

ERICA GOOCH

Erica Gooch has worked in the pharmaceutical industry for 15 years. Upon completing her Doctor of Pharmacy degree from Hampton University in 2006, she completed a fellowship in Pharmaceutical Benefit Risk Management at Johnson & Johnson. Erica joined Merck in January 2017 as a Medical Associate in Clinical Safety and Risk Management. She continues her career in vaccine safety as a Risk Management Associate at Novavax, where she joined in August 2022.

Since joining Merck in 2017, Erica has supported and volunteered for employee resource groups, including the League of Employees of African Descent (LEAD) and the Merck Veterans group. She was also a member of the Global Diversity & Inclusion Business Consortium, where she led health literacy efforts and established strategic partnerships between Merck and civic organizations.

Outside of Merck, she also worked for the Diversity & Inclusion Committee for her theater organization, CSz Philadelphia – Home of ComedySportz, where she has performed for the past 7 years. She has led workshops discussing Diversity in Improv and supported the inaugural aPOCocalypse weekend for People of Color for ComedySportz teams across the country. Erica resides in Philadelphia with her twin 2 year olds.
DAVID JADICO
David Jadico is the External Relations Director of 1812 Productions, Philadelphia’s All Comedy Theatre Company and an Applied Improv Instructor with CSz Philadelphia, the producer of ComedySportz, the longest running show in Philadelphia. As a development professional with over twenty years of experience, David guides strategic planning and oversees the institutional advancement and fundraising efforts for 1812 Productions, a not-for-profit with an annual budget of one million dollars. His experience as an Applied Improv Instructor with CSz Philadelphia, goes back to 1997. In that time, David has facilitated Applied Improv and Team Building workshops for scores of corporations and educational institutions in the Greater Philadelphia region where he helped participants to collaborate in a more productive and supportive manner. Also a multi-Barrymore Award winning actor, his unique and energetic teaching style motivates participants to stretch themselves, building their confidence and helping them to cross personal development thresholds while becoming more confident and effective as communicators. As a teacher he has taught improvisation at ComedySportz, Walnut Street Theatre School, 1812 Productions, Temple University, Drexel University, The University of the Arts, Wilma Theater School, Penn State Abington, Arcadia University, Muhlenberg University, Historic Philadelphia Incorporated, Arden Theatre Company, People’s Light and Theatre Company, and Drexel University.

DAVID DRITSAS
David has been performing improv and sketch comedy professionally for over 20 years, working at ComedySportz in both Philadelphia and Chicago. He also worked for The Second City Theatricals department, performing in various shows and aboard cruise ships. He has performed at the Annoyance Theater in Chicago in the long-running hit show, Hitch-Cocktails. He’s now back in Philly and regularly performs with popular improv shows such as Murder Manor, Roll Play, Puppets Here & There, Timeprov, and more. He also has over 17 years of experience teaching improv at all levels, and facilitating workshops for the ComedySportz Applied Improv Program.
DARALYSE LYONS
Daralyse Lyons is a journalist, an actor, and an activist. She has written more than two dozen full-length books, a handful of short stories, and countless articles, performed in various plays and in improv comedy shows. She is a member of the National Association of Black Journalists (NABJ) and a summa cum laude graduate of NYU, with a double-major in English and Religious Studies and a minor in History. After writing an award-winning children’s book (I’m Mixed!) about embracing her multiethnic heritage, Daralyse found her passion and her purpose educating others about the need to embrace all aspects of themselves. She then went on to create the Demystifying Diversity Podcast and to write the book Demystifying Diversity: Embracing Our Shared Humanity. She works tirelessly as a full-time DEI expert and inclusivity strategist. As an improvisor, she aims to create opportunities for cross-cultural connection through laughter.

BOBBI BLOCK
Bobbi Block is an experiential Facilitator and Coach with a unique background in both Learning & Development and the performing arts. For over 20 years she has built and directed the Applied Improvisation program for CSz Philadelphia. Bobbi works as Independent Faculty for The Wharton School’s Executive Education Institution. She is a Senior Affiliate with global L&D firm The Ariel Group. She is a Facilitator and Designer for leadership development program Work.Life.Leader. She has taught Leadership Presence, Relationship-Building and Collaboration skills across industries and populations, from women in transitional housing to medical students to financial analysts. Bobbi teaches and performs Improvisational Theatre in Philadelphia and is an Adjunct Professor in the Theatre Department at Temple University and Drexel University. She has taught globally her signature performance style.
Follow these simple steps to locate the retreat locations

- Carl Fields Center
- Prospect House
- Julis Romo Rabinowitz
- Clio Hall, Graduate School Building
MINI GSP CAMPUS TOUR

Start point: Clio Hall > Nassau Hall > Chancellor Green Rotunda > Firestone > Chapel > Campus Club > end at Carl Fields Center

1. **Clio Hall** is the home of the Graduate School's administrative offices. It and the adjacent Whig Hall were named after and used by the Whig and Clio student debating societies.

2. **Nassau Hall** is the main administration building and home to the President and the Provost. One of the oldest buildings on campus, it briefly served as the nation's capitol when the Continental Congress met there in 1783.

3. **Chancellor Green** contains a cafe and seminar rooms, as well as a beautiful octagonal rotunda featuring stained glass windows and a large dome. **Make sure you walk inside of the building!**

4. **Firestone Library** is the main campus library. It is the repository for many of the humanities and social science collections and the Department of Rare Books and Special Collections.
MINI GSP CAMPUS TOUR

The University Chapel, which seats 2,000, now serves as a site for daily prayer and meditation, Sunday services, and campus and community celebrations.

Campus Club is a gathering space for Princeton undergraduate and graduate students. The building includes spaces that can be reserved by student organizations for dinners, receptions, musical, and other cultural and social events.

The Carl A. Fields Center for Equality + Cultural Understanding is Princeton’s unique Cultural Center. CAF strives to empower members of the university community as they seek to learn about self, understand the breadth of cultural and social differences among us, and build the skills needed to create and lead a more just world.
GRADUATE SCHOOL TEAMS

- **Student Affairs:**
  - The Graduate Student Affairs team is committed to serving diverse needs, fostering a sense of community, enhancing the quality of the Princeton experience, and resolving campus and community concerns.

- **Professional Development (GradFUTURES®):**
  - Professional development is an integral part of graduate education at Princeton. GradFUTURES serves as a hub solely dedicated to connecting all graduate students to programs, resources, opportunities, graduate alumni, and other leaders who can help them explore and pursue their unique interests.

- **Academic Affairs:**
  - Academic Affairs at the Graduate School oversees all graduate programs and the academic standing of all graduate students. They also support students by providing access to resources available such as academic exchanges and learning, teaching, and research support.

- **Finance and Administration:**
  - The Finance and Administration team administers graduate student financial awards and also provides support for external fellowships, loans, and programs such as child care assistance.

- **Admissions**
  - The Admissions team supported you throughout the admissions process, resolving all of your questions about the application; now that you are on campus, they will also assist you in I-9 processing.